Part based people detection using 2D range data and images
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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of people detection using 2D range data and omnidirectional vision. The
range data is often used in robotics to detect person legs.
First, we will develop a reliable 2D range data leg detector
using the AdaBoost algorithm. Second, instead of using the leg
detector to detect people, we propose a more reliable method
that takes into account the spatial arrangement of the detected
legs. The method is inspired by the latest results on the ”partbased representations” from the computer vision area. Finally,
we show how the part-based representations can be used to
combine the leg detections from the 2D range data and upper
body, lower body and full body detections from omnidirectional
camera. The experimental results show highly reliable people
detection when the two sensors are combined. We use Haarlike features and the AdaBoost again to construct the omnicam
body parts detectors.
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a) Example 2D range scan from URG-04LX laser range scanner

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robots are moving out of laboratories into public places
where the human beings have to be taken into account. Such
robots should be able to interact with humans and show
aspects of human style social intelligence. This also implies
that in addition to the perception required for the conventional functions (localization, navigation, etc.), a ”socially
interactive” robot needs strong human oriented perceptual
capabilities [12]. As a starting point the robot should be able
to accurately and robustly detect and localize the persons
around it [16].
In this paper we first develop a reliable 2D range data leg
detector using AdaBoost. The AdaBoost was used recently
in [7] to automatically construct a leg detector from an
extensive set of geometric features extracted from 2D scans.
The SICK laser scanner as used in [7] and we use the same
set of features but now for the URG-04LX 2D range scanner.
Second, instead of using the leg detector to detect people
directly as in [7], we propose a more reliable method that
takes into account the spatial arrangement of the detected
legs. The method is inspired by the latest results on the ”partbased representations” from the computer vision area and
the work of Weber, Perona and colleagues [14], [4]. The
approach also takes into account that the leg detector might
produce false detections or fail to detect legs, for example
because of partial occlusion.
Finally, we will show how our part-based model can
be used to combine information from 2D range data and
omnidirectional vision. In the omnidirectional images we
detect persons upper body, lower body and full body using
a large set of Haar-like features and again the AdaBoost
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b) Corresponding panoramic image from the robot omnidirectional camera.
The 2D laser range scan points from above are projected onto the image.
Fig. 1. Example data. The camera and the scanner are calibrated: their
intrinsic parameters and the relative pose are known.

algorithm [13]. The upper body, lower body and full body
detections are then combined with the leg detections from the
2D range scan. In the experimental section we show that the
probabilistic combination of part detections performs much
better than each part separately. Furthermore, we demonstrate
the robustness of the proposed method to partial occlusions.
This paper starts with the related work which is presented
in Section 2. It follows with the description of constructing
the 2D range scan leg detector using the AdaBoost in Section 3. Furthermore, we present our part-based probabilistic
model in Section 4, and the way to combine the information
from 2D range data and omnidirectional vision in Section 5.
The results from our experiments are presented in Section 6.
Finally, conclusions are given in Section 7.
II. R ELATED WORK
A 2D laser range scanner is often used in robotics for
detecting and tracking people [9], [7]. People are detected
by finding their legs in the laser scans. Disadvantages of
using the laser scans for people detection are: the persons
can be detected only at limited distances from the robot, low
detection rate in highly cluttered environments and that the
methods fail when the person legs are occluded.
Person detection from images is a widely studied problem in the computer vision area. Many of the presented

algorithms aim at the surveillance applications [5] and are
not applicable to mobile platforms since they assume static
camera. There is also a large number of papers considering
the people detection without the static camera assumption,
e.g. [6], [10], [15], [11]
The people detection can be seen as a part of the more
general problem of object detection. A recent modern approach for object detection in the computer vision area is
the so called ”part-based representation”. Various part-based
representations, e.g. [1], [4], [2], [3], are demonstrated to lead
to higher recognition rates. An important advantage of the
part-based approach is it relies on object parts and therefore
it is much more robust to partial occlusions than the standard
approach considering the whole object.
The part-based people detection was considered a number
of times. Seemann et al. [10] use SIFT based part detectors
but do not model part occlusions. Wu and Nevatia [15]
describe the part occlusions but the occlusion probabilities
and part positions are learned in a supervised manner. We
base our algorithm on a principled probabilistic model of the
spatial arrangement of the parts similar to the work of Weber,
Perona and colleagues [14], [4]. An advantage of having a
proper probabilistic model is that, after constructing the part
detectors, the part arrangement and occlusion probabilities
can be automatically learned from unlabelled images. In
this paper we apply the part-based approach to 2D range
data and show how the part-based approach can be used
to properly combine information from 2D range data and
omnidirectional vision.
III. D ETECTING LEGS IN 2D RANGE SCANS
An example 2D range scan is presented in Figure 1a. The
appearance of the legs can change drastically and sometimes
the legs cannot be separated. Another problem is that in
cluttered environments many other objects, e.g. chairs or
tables, may produce 2D scan output similar to human legs.
We will follow the common approach for leg detection as
in [7]:
• Step 1: Split the range scan into a number of segments
- abrupt changes in the range scan are used as segment
borders. We use the Canny edge detector to detect the
abrupt changes in the range scan.
• Step 2: Calculate geometric features for each segment we will use the same set of features as in [7], see Table
I. The features that depend on motion are removed since
we also want to detect persons when they are standing
still.
• Step 3: Run a previously trained classifier on the
extracted geometric features to decide if the 2D range
scan segment resembles a persons leg.
To train the classifier we need a training set of positive
and negative scan segment examples. We use AdaBoost
algorithm to train the classifier. The Adaboost algorithm is a
simple and efficient way to build a classifier from a large set
of features when we do not know which features are relevant
[13].
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description
number of points
standard deviation
mean average deviation from the median
jump distance from the preceding segment
jump distance from the succeeding segment
segment width - distance between the first and the last point
linearity - average distance of the points from the fitted line
circularity - average distance of the points from the fitted circle
radius of the circle fitted to the points
segment length
segment regularity - standard deviation of the distances of the
adjacent points
mean curvature - mean of the curvature calculated for each three
successive points
mean angular difference - mean of the angles formed by each
three successive points
TABLE I

G EOMETRIC FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM 2D RANGE SEGMENTS .

IV. P ROBABILISTIC PART- BASED PERSON MODEL
The leg detector from previous section can be used to
detect people directly [7]. We present here a part-based
model that takes into account the possible distance between
the persons legs and it is more robust to occlusions and
clutter. The presented probabilistic model that be learned
automatically from a set of training data.
A. Part detection
A human is detected by detecting P human body parts.
In our case P = 2 for the legs. The 2D position of one leg
will be denoted by xp = (xp , yp ). We will use the Gaussian
distribution as the probabilistic model of the leg positions:
pshape (x) = N (x; µ, Σ)
(1)

where x = x1 ... xP is a 2P long vector containing all
the 2D part positions, µ is the mean and Σ is a (2P ) × (2P )
covariance matrix. If the covariance matrix is diagonal than
this model can be seen as describing ”string-like” constraints
between the body-part positions [3]. The non-diagonal covariance matrix will express additional relations between the
body parts.
Given a range scan and a set of segments extracted from
the scan we will apply the AdaBoost classifier from the
previous section to detect person’s legs. Let N denote the
number of segments classified as legs and let xj denote the
2D position of the j-th detection. All leg detections from
one scan will be denoted as:

(2)
X = x1 x2 ... xN

The 2D image position xj = (xj , yj ) of the j-th detection is
calculated as the median position of the scan segment points.
For different scans the X can have different lengths. Sometimes the legs cannot be separated or their appearance in
the scan might change drastically. Furthermore, in cluttered
environments many other objects, e.g. chairs or tables, may
produce 2D scan output similar to human legs and some
detections might be false detections.

Example leg scans

B. Missing detections and clutter
From a range scan we will extract the collection of
person’s leg candidates X but we do not know which are true
and which are false detections. To indicate which detections
are correct we will use P = 2 element vector h with element
hp = j, j > 0, indicating that the j-th detection xj belongs
to the of the p-th body part (leg) and the other detections of
that part are false detections. Given h the 2D positions of the
person’s legs are composed of the corresponding detections
x = xh1 xh2 . We will denote the set of all other detections
that belong to the background clutter as xbg .
It is also possible that the part was not detected at all. We
use hp = 0 to indicate this. The position of not detected leg
is considered as missing data. To make distinction between
the missing and the observed parts we will denote the set
of missing parts as xm and the set of observed parts as
xo . To indicate the fact that there can be missing parts, the
probabilistic model of the arrangement of the body parts (1)
will be written as: pshape (x) = pshape (xo , xm ).
C. Probabilistic model
A probabilistic model that considers the possibility of part
detector false alarms and missed detections of body parts of
a person can be written as joint distribution:
p(X , xm , h) = p(X , xm |h)p(h)

(3)

where xm are the missing data. The number of missing parts
in xm is determined by h.
In order to define p(h) we will introduce two auxiliary
variables b and n. The variable b = sign(h) is a binary
vector that denotes which parts have been detected and which
not. The value of the element np ≤ Np of the vector
n represents the number of detections of part p that are
assigned to the background clutter. We can now write the
joint distribution (3) as:
p(X , xm , h, n, b) = p(X , xm |h)p(h|n, b)p(n)p(b)

(4)

where we add the two auxiliary variables b and n and assume
independence between them.
Furthermore, we have:
p(X , xm |h) = pshape (xo , xm )pbg (xbg )

→
Fig. 2. Example person’s legs scans from the data set used to train our
probabilistic part-based model and the learned model parameters. For each
part we present its mean position contained in the parameter µ. The ellipse
represents the 1-sigma uncertainty of the part position as described by the
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix Σ.

The density p(h|n, b) is defined as:
(
1/|H(b, n)| if hH(b, n),
p(h|n, b) =
0
otherwise.

(6)

where H(b, n) is the set of all hypotheses consistent with the
values of b and n. Here |H(b, n)| denotes the total number
all consistent part assignment hypotheses. This expresses that
these hypotheses are considered equally likely.
D. Learning model parameters
The density distribution (4) will have the following set of
parameters Ω = {µ, Σ, p(b), M}. Therefore we can write
the distribution (4) also as:
p(X , xm , h) = p(X , xm , h|Ω)

(7)

The likelihood of a collection of detected parts X is
obtained by integrating over the hidden hypotheses h and
the missing parts:
X Z
p(X , xm , h|Ω).
(8)
p(X |Ω) =
all possible h

xm

We use Gaussian distribution to describe the arrangement of
the body parts. Integrating over the missing parts xm for the
Gaussian distribution can be performed in closed form.
To estimate the parameters of the model we start from a
set of L aligned images of persons. The part detectors are
applied to each image. The collection of detected parts for
i-th image will be denoted as Xi . The maximum likelihood
estimate of the parameters Ω is computed by maximizing the
likelihood of the data:
L
Y

(5)

where the observed parts xo , the missing parts xm and the
false detections from clutter xbg correspond to the hypothesis
h and the pbg (xbg ) describes the distribution of the false
detections. We will assume some small constant as the
uniform density for the false detections pbg (xbg ).
The probability p(b) describing the presence or absence
of parts is modelled as an explicit table of joint probabilities.
Each part can be either detected or not, so there are in total
2P possible combinations that are considered in p(b).
We assume here that the background part detections n are
independent of each other and modelled using Poisson distribution with mean Mp [14]. Different Mp -s for different parts
admit different detector statistics. The Poisson
 parameter will
be denoted by vector M = M1 ... MP .

Model

p(Xi |Ω)

(9)

i

Once we have the part detectors, the part arrangement parameters are estimated using expectation maximization algorithm
from a set of unlabelled scans. Details of the algorithm are
the same as in [14].
E. Detection
Let us denote the maximum likelihood parameters learned
from a set of scans of persons as Ωperson , see Figure 4.
The parameters of the model can be also learned. These
parameters will be denoted as Ωbg . We are now presented
with a new scan and extracted the set of detected parts X .
The scan is either a scan of a person or some background
clutter:
p(X ) = p(X |P erson)p(P erson) + p(X |BG)p(BG) (10)
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Part detections – person 1.

Part detections – person 2.

Fig. 3. Example body part detections in low resolution images. In the
example on the left the legs are detected at two different positions and
scales. In the example on the right side the legs are not detected at all.

where p(P erson) and p(BG) are unknown a priori probabilities that the scan contains a person or background. The
a posteriori probability that there is a person is:
p(X |P erson)p(P erson)
≈
p(X )
p(X |Ωperson )p(P erson)
p(X |Ωperson )p(P erson) + p(X |Ωbg )p(BG)

p(P erson|X ) =

(11)

The last step above is an approximation since we use the
maximum likelihood estimates for the model parameters
Ωperson and Ωbg instead of integrating over all possible
parameter values. Calculating p(X |Ω) is done using (8).
V. C OMBINING INFORMATION FROM RANGE SCANS AND
OMNIDIRECTIONAL VISION

Robots are often equipped with a vision sensor. In this
section we will show how the part based model from the
previous section can be extended to include part detections
from the corresponding image.
A. Part detection in images
We use a set of Haar-like-feature classifier to detect
various human body parts in images. Each classifier is
trained using AdaBoost algorithm on a large set of example
images of the corresponding body part [13]. In this paper
the classifiers are trained on upper body, lower body and
full body images. The part detectors can lead to many false
alarms and missed detections [8], see Figure 3.

Fig. 4. Example images from the data set used to train our probabilistic
part-based model and examples of learned part arrangement model parameters. For each part we present its mean position contained in the parameter
µ. The ellipse represents the 1-sigma uncertainty of the part position as
described by the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix Σ. Here green
color represents head, blue are legs and red is the full body detector.

with one row per part and where each row contains information about the detections of the corresponding body part.
Since we use the same detector for both legs detected in
the range scans the first two rows are repeated. The element
xp,j contains the 2D positions for the legs or the 2D image
position for the parts detected in images of the j-th detection
of the p-th part. The rows of X can have different lengths
and some might be empty if that part is not detected in the
image.
Since we do not know which detections are false and
which true we will again use the hidden P dimensional
assignment vector h with element hp = j, indicating that
the j-th detection of the p-th part xp,j belongs to the object
and other detections of that part are false detections. Given
h the shape of the object is composed
 of the corresponding
detections x = x1,h1 ... xP,hP . Note that since we use
the same detector for both legs care should be taken not to
select the same leg detection for both legs.
The other model equations remain the same and the same
procedure can be used to learn now the part based model
containing the part detectors from both sensors. Example
part based model learned from image detections is presented
in Figure 4.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section the part detectors and the part based model
are evaluated.

B. Extending the part-based model

A. Leg detection evaluation

The part based model from the previous section that was
applied to the 2D range leg detections can be easily extended
with the human body parts detected in images. We have now

P = 2 + 3 = 5 body parts and x = x1 ... xP is
a 2P long vector containing 2D leg positions and the 2D
image positions for the upper body, lower body and full body
detected in images.
The positions of all detected parts are summarized in a
data structure:


x1,1 x1,2 ...
x1,Nleg1

x2,1 x2,2 ...
x2,Nleg2



...
x3,Nup−body 
X = x3,1 x3,2 ...


x4,1 x4,2 ... x4,Nlow−body
x5,1 x5,2 ...
...
x5,Nf ull−body
(12)

In order to train and evaluate our range scan leg detector
we recorded a dataset of 2D range scans. During the experiments the URG-04LX 2D range scanner was mounted on
our robot at 50cm above the floor. In the first experiment
we recorded 1950 scans while driving the robot through the
corridors in our building. As result we obtained 2890 scan
segments corresponding to person’s legs and 6978 segments
from the background clutter. In the second experiment we
recorded 1580 scans while driving the robot within the
cluttered offices in our building, see Figure 1. As result we
obtained 2142 scan segments corresponding to person’s legs
and 7061 segments from the background clutter.
Half of the data was used to train our leg detector using
AdaBoost and the other half is used to evaluate the detector.
The procedure is repeated 10 times for different random

Environment
Corridor
Office
Both

True positives (%)
90.1 +- 1.4
76.8 +- 1.2
80.1 +- 2.5

False positives (%)
2.7 +- 0.6
7.2 +- 0.8
6.5 +- 0.7

TABLE II
R ECOGNITION RESULTS FOR LEG DETECTION FROM THE 2D RANGE
SCANS WITHIN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS . T HE STANDARD DEVIATION
OF THE RESULTS FOR

Environment
Corridor
Office
Both

10 RANDOM TRIALS IS ALSO REPORTED .

First
9, 9,
9, 6,
9, 9,

five features
6, 7, 1
7, 9, 6
6, 7, 8

Detection method

True positives False positives
(%)
(%)
Leg detector
87.1
3.7
Part based model (legs in the range 91.2
2.5
scans)
Upper body
72.1
15.8
Lower body
55.3
30.7
Full body
69.2
20.5
Part based model (images only)
85.1
7.9
Part based model (images and range 95.1
1.5
scans)
TABLE IV
R ECOGNITION RESULTS FOR PEOPLE DETECTION USING LASER DATA ,
IMAGE DATA AND COMBINATION OF THE TWO SENSORS .

TABLE III
F IRST FIVE GEOMETRIC FEATURES SELECTED FOR DETECTING
PERSON ’ S LEGS IN THE 2D RANGE SCANS USING A DA B OOST.

test and training data sets. In Table II we summarize the
recognition results. The recognition is first tested using just
the data form obtained in the corridor and then just the data
from the office environment. Finally, we evaluated the results
on all data. We can observe that the recognition in corridor
was reasonably high and comparable to the results from [7].
However in the cluttered office environment the recognition
results degraded heavily. The reason might be our difficult
office dataset. Furthermore, while SICK 2D range scanner
was used in [7], we used a less accurate URG-04LX.
For each scan segment we extract the geometric features
reported in Table I. The AdaBoost algorithm will automatically select the relevant features during training. Separate
features are used to build the so called ”weak” classifier
and they are then combined to form the final classifier. We
used 25 classifiers to build the final classifier. The number
of classifiers was chosen to produce the best recognition
results. It is interesting to see which features are selected
to be used first as the most relevant ones to build the final
classifier. Note that some features might be selected a number
of times. The first five features chosen by the Adaboost are
reported in Table III. As in [7], the radius of the fitted circle
(feature 9) was chosen as the most informative one. The
segment width (feature 6) was also often used. This can be
explained by the fact that it was more robust representation
of the size of the leg since the fitted circle was sometimes
influenced by the noise. Furthermore, the feature 7 describing
the linearity of the segment was also important since there
are usually many linear segments in man-made environments,
e.g. walls, that can be then discarded using this feature. In
[7] jump distance from the preceding and the succeeding
segment (features 4 and 5) were selected as relevant. In
our dataset the persons were at various distances from the
background and this rendered these features less important.
The mean angle along the segment (feature 13) can be used
to distinguish between convex and concave segments[7] but
in our environment there were not many concave segments
so the feature was not considered important.

B. People detection using part based model
The Haar-like-feature based image part detectors we used
in our experiments were trained on the MIT pedestrian
dataset [8] and are available in the Intel OpenCV library.
For training the part-arrangement model, we collected
1200 images of people ( 56 × 112 pixels) and corresponding
laser scan segments. The images are cut out of the omnidirectional images obtained from our robot in an office
environment. 600 images and scans were used to train our
part based model and other 600 were used for testing. The
automatically learned part based model parameters for the
image detections are in Figure 4. We can observe that there
is more uncertainty in the positions of the full and lower
body than for the upper body region. Learning the part-based
model parameters takes around 10 seconds for 600 images
in our Matlab implementation.
The recognition results on this data set containing alligned
images of people and corresponding scan segments are
summarised in Table IV. The AdaBoost leg detector leads
to similar recognition results as on the larger dataset form
previous section. The part based model applied to the range
scan detections takes into account that the leg positions
and the recognition results slightly improve. The body part
detectors in images lead to poor detection results but when
combined the results get much better. Finally, the best results
are obtained when we combine the part detectors from
images and range scans using our part arrangement model.
C. Recognition from the robot
The part based model detection is implemented on our
robot. We assume that people walk over a flat ground floor
surface - true for most man-made environments, Figure 6.
We define a set of possible 2D floor positions Tt . In our
experiments we use a 10m × 10m area around the robot
and a grid of possible positions at every 10cm. This gives
10000 possible floor points Tt to evaluate our part based
model. For each position we extract corresponding part of
the omnicam image to get aligned image and properly scaled
image, as in Figure 4. We used data from the National Center
for Health Statistics (www.cdc.gov/ nchs/). For adult humans,
the mean height is 1.7m with a standard deviation of 0.085m.
We define maximal height of human to be mean plus three

VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

Two correct detections of partially occluded people.

Two correct detections. The persons are in the dark and hardly visible
Fig. 5. Example people detection results in panoramic images recorded
from a moving robot.

People detection from a moving robort using multiple
sensors is considered. First, we analyzed the performance
of the AdaBoost based classifier for detecting human legs
in 2D range scans obtained using the URG-04LX scanner. Furthermore we presented a robust people detection
algorithms inspired by the latest results on the ”part-based
representation” from the computer vision area. The approach
is based on the probabilistic combination of fast human body
part detectors. The algorithm can be applied to 2D range scan
leg detections but also to combine part detectors from various
sensors. We used the Haar-feature based cascade classifiers to
detect different human body parts in images. These detectors
lead often to many false alarms and missed detections.
Our principled probabilistic representation combines the part
detections and can achieve person detection robust to partial
occlusions, part detector false alarms and missed detections
of body parts.
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of our Nomad robot with a calibrated
omnidirectional camera on the known floor plane.
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